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Abstract In the era of big data, data is of great value as an essential factor in production. It
is of great significance to implement its analysis, mining, and utilization of large-scale data via
data sharing. However, due to the heterogeneous dispersion of data and increasingly rigorous
privacy protection regulations, data owners cannot arbitrarily share data, and thus data owners are
turned into data silos. Since data federation can achieve collaborative queries while preserving
the privacy of data silos, we present in this paper a secure multi-party relational data federation
system based on the idea of federated computation that “data stays, computation moves.” The
system is compatible with a variety of relational databases and can shield users from the
heterogeneity of the underlying data from multiple data owners. On the basis of secret sharing,
the system implements the secure multi-party operator library supporting the secure multi-party
basic operations, and the resulting reconstruction process of operators is optimized with higher
execution efficiency. On this basis, the system supports query operations such as Summation
(SUM), Averaging (AVG), Minimization/Maximization (MIN/MAX), equi-join, and θ-join and
makes full use of multi-party features to reduce data interactions among data owners and security
overhead, thus effectively supporting efficient data sharing. Finally, experiments are conducted
on the benchmark dataset TPC-H. The experimental results show that the system can support
more data owners than the current data federation systems SMCQL and Conclave and has higher
execution efficiency in a variety of query operations, exceeding the existing systems by as much
as 3.75 times.
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has become more and more important in the application of various industries, and it is of great
significance to realize data sharing. The Opinions of the Central Committee of the Communist
Party of China and the State Council on Building Improved Systems and Mechanisms for Market
Allocation of Factors stated that China should accelerate the cultivation of data factor markets.
Specifically, it emphasizes the need to promote data opening and sharing and cultivate new
industries in the digital economy. It is clear that data sharing and data value mining are of
strategic importance to the future economic and social development of the country. The benefits
of data sharing are obvious. For example, when a patient has medical records and examination
reports filed in several hospitals, it will not only help the patient avoid repeated examinations
but also provide a more comprehensive understanding of the patient’s medical history and other
conditions if these data can be shared among hospitals; when government data are stored in
different information systems of different government departments, we can optimize government
services if we break the barriers to achieve the integration of big data on government services.

However, data sharing is severely limited in reality. Data is scattered and heterogeneous
among a large number of individuals, which makes data aggregation extremely difficult and limits
the sharing of data, a phenomenon known as the problem of “data silo”. Thus, corresponding
data integration technologies have been developed[1] to address this problem. However, data
privacy protection has become a widespread consensus worldwide in recent years. For instance,
the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) was issued by the EU on May 25, 2018, and the
Law on Personal Information Protection (Draft for Second Deliberation) and the Data Security
Bill (Draft for Second Deliberation) were published by the Standing Committee of the Chinese
National People’s Congress on April 30, 2021. All of these regulatory acts impose restrictions
on the processing and circulation of data, making it difficult for data sharing to be widely
implemented.

The increasingly stringent privacy protection requirements further exacerbate the “data silo”
phenomenon, in which data owners can only use the small-scale data they hold, and data can
hardly converge through sharing and is unable to give full play to its value. Only by connecting
silos and breaking sharing barriers among data can allow data to be used as a factor of production
to drive economic and social development effectively[2]. Under this condition, the concept of
federated computing was born, in which federation refers to a collection of independent and
autonomous data owners. The data owners in the federation ensure that the original sensitive
data does not leave original data owners to protect privacy. The core idea of privacy protection
in federated computing is that “data stays, computation moves”, namely that each data owner first
computes the data in each party and then aggregates the intermediate computations to obtain the
final results instead of sharing the data directly. This mode splits the computation to each party
to avoid the local flow of data, and thus the idea that “data stays, computation moves” in federated
computing can guide the data sharing mode under the requirement of privacy protection. On
the premise of “no data leaving original data owners” in federated computing, the following
challenges exist in building a data federation system under the above data sharing mode.

• It is difficult to guarantee the privacy requirements for data sharing. Effective data
sharing cannot be achieved without the participation of multiple data owners; however,
the underlying security operation design is a challenge for the federation system to support
multiple data owners.

• It is difficult to guarantee the efficient and secure querying of data sharing. The data
sharing process in a federation scenario needs to protect data privacy and security, which
requires a secure design of the federation system. However, secure computing is costly,
and ensuring efficient sharing of large-scale data also poses a challenge.

• It is difficult to guarantee heterogeneous multi-party collaboration for data sharing. In
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a data sharing scenario, heterogeneity problems exist among data owners, including
database system heterogeneity and data schema heterogeneity. Thus, the system should
also adapt to heterogeneous parties while protecting privacy.

No system has been able to solve the above three challenges well. In the 1980s, federated
databases were essentially middleware coordinating multiple databases to accomplish a query.
However, those systems focused on solving the heterogeneity of multiple databases and the
disassembly and rewriting of federated queries and paid no attention to the privacy issues in
federated queries. Until the beginning of the 21 st century, some secure multi-party computation
tool libraries[3, 4] were gradually open-sourced for easy development and use. As a result,
data federation systems begin to develop since 2017, and unlike federation databases, a data
federation system emphasizes more on data privacy protection for data owners. Some scholars
have attempted to combine secure multi-party computation technologies with federation ideas
to build privacy-preserving data federation systems[5, 6]. However, those efforts are limited by
the use of secure multi-party computation tool libraries that can only support the participation
of two or three data owners.

To address the above challenges, we present a secure multi-party data federation system.
This system consists of the system adaptation, secure multi-party operator library, query engine,
and interactive interface. It supports multiple heterogeneous databases, multiple secure query
operations including θ-join, and a unified user-oriented SQL Language and graphical user
interface. In this way, this system enables high efficiency of secure multi-party data sharing,
and its main contributions are as follows.

• The data federation system for multi-party security is built. The system can support
secure data sharing with multiple data owners with more than three parties. Meanwhile,
it is equipped with an adaptation interface to shield the system from the heterogeneity of
each data owner’s database system. It also provides a user-friendly graphical interface,
supports SQL queries, and can adapt to various query interfaces.

• It implements a secure multi-party operator library with high efficiency that supports
addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and comparison. The implementation of
the operator library is based on the secret sharing framework, and the basic operations
covered can support basic data query operations. Efficient result reconstruction is realized
considering the features in secret sharing.

• An efficiently secure multi-party query engine including θ-join is achieved. On the basis
of the aforementioned basic operators, the query engine can carry out query operations
such as SUM, AVG, MIN/MAX, equi-join, and θ-join. The design process also takes
into account the characteristics of multiple parties and uses the transferability of the join
process to ensure the efficiency of query operations.

The structure of this paper is as follows: Section 1 introduces the background of the system.
Section 2 demonstrates the system architecture and system workflow. Sections 3 and 4 illustrate
the secure multi-party operator library and query engine, respectively. Section 5 presents
the system adaptation and interactive interfaces. Section 6 shows the system performance
verification results on a standard test set. Section 7 introduces related work. Finally, Section 8
concludes the paper with an outlook.

1 Background
In the context of increasingly strict data privacy and security protection, as well as serious

“data silos” problems, data federation is an important idea to achieve data sharing. Specifically,
the data federation F can be considered as a collection of n data owners and the central server
C, where n ≥ 3. In data federation, the databases of different data owners are heterogeneous.
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In addition, for practical application scenarios, the number (n) of data owners is usually more
than three. For example, in an epidemiological survey, the cooperation of multiple data owners
such as hospitals, map applications, mobile payment, and online taxi platforms may be required.
In a taxi union, the number of taxi companies participating in the union may range from a dozen
to several dozen. In some scenarios, the computation task of the central server of the data
federation can be rotated among data owners.

For the i-th data owner Pi in the data federation, the data owned by Pi is assumed to be
di, and the safety model followed by each data owner is presumed to be semi-honest[7]. In
the semi-honest model, the participants are “honest-but-curious”, namely that they follow the
protocol and the code to be executed honestly, but they infer information from the data obtained
during the execution. If they can infer the information that should be protected, the system is
insecure. The semi-honest model is a widely used assumption in the field of security, and it has
been adopted by existing representative secure multi-party database systems[5, 6].

For data sharing in federation scenarios, the data federation system should support secure
multi-party federation query operations. The definition is as follows:

Definition 1 (Federated query operation). For federated query operation f : Dn → R,
its result shall be consistent with the result of the corresponding conventional database query
operation, i.e., f(d1, d2, · · · , dn) = f ′(d1 ∪ d2 ∪ · · · ∪ dn), and in the computation, data di of
the data owner Pi shall not be disclosed to any other data owner.

The basic federated query operations include federated SUM (f-SUM), federated AVG (f-
AVG), federated MIN/MAX (f-MIN/MAX), federated equi-join (f-equi-join), and federated arbi-
trary join (f-θ-join). These query operations shall support multi-party heterogeneous databases
and ensure security. In other words, each data owner shall ensure that the original data does
not leave its original data owner when data owners are computing together. The data sharing
under this security guarantee requires that each data owner should not send its original data
directly to other parties for computation during the execution of query operations. This ensures
that each data owner can jointly obtain the results of the query operation after completing the
query operation but cannot obtain the original data of other data owners, thus protecting the data
privacy of each party.

The following example is the application in the medical field in combination with the
above definition. For example, if a patient has medical records and examination reports filed
in multiple hospitals, sharing these data among hospitals will not only help the patient avoid
duplicate examinations but also provide a more comprehensive understanding of the patient’s
medical history. In this application case, each hospital, a data owner, has a large amount of
medical data on this patient, and all these together constitute a data federation. To protect the data
privacy of the patient, multiple hospitals need to share data securely. For instance, the average
value of the patient’s previous liver function test indexes can be queried by first f-equi-join and
then f-AVG of the liver function test data table according to the ID number of this patient on the
premise of no patient data leaving its original data owner.

In the above scenario, the main objectives of system design are the data security objective
due to the federation scenario, the efficiency objective due to the resulting computation overhead
control, and the usability objective due to the heterogeneity of multiple databases. The following
three system objectives, i.e., security, efficiency, and usability objectives, correspond to the
three challenges mentioned above, namely, the difficulty of guaranteeing privacy and security,
the difficulty of efficient and secure query, and the difficulty of heterogeneous multi-party
collaboration, respectively.

(1) Security objective
In a federation scenario, multiple parties cannot trust each other, and data cannot leave
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its original data owner. Other data owners may make inferences in view of public information
available. For this reason, neither the querying user nor any parties can infer any additional
information from the public information, except that query statements and query results are
publicly accessible to all data owners. For example, the user and all data participants should
only know the final SUM result in a secure multi-party SUM operation but cannot infer the exact
value of each party’s respective participation in the SUM. In this way, the data owner’s data
can be prevented from being stolen during the computation. This is a common requirement for
query operations in secure multi-party database systems[5, 6].

(2) Efficiency objective
In a federation scenario, the computation overhead of query operations has two main

sources. Firstly, the protected object of security operations is data, and hence the amount of
protected data is large, especially in join operations where the protected object is a data column,
and a large amount of data leads to a high protection cost. Secondly, the query operation
in the data federation scenario requires the participation of multiple parties, and solving the
heterogeneity problem of each data owner and the collaboration problem of multiple parties will
also bring overhead. To ensure the efficiency of the system, we need to design optimization
modules to address these sources of overhead. For the overhead caused by the large amount
of protected data, we need to design efficient security operators to optimize the operation
efficiency; for the overhead caused by the coordination of multiple parties, we should flexibly
take advantage of the parallelism of multiple parties to improve the efficiency. The operating
efficiency of the system will affect its performance in the application. In a taxi union, the
operating efficiency determines the response time of the union platform to orders; the operating
efficiency of the system determines the time spent on case tracing and close contact investigation
in an epidemiological survey.

(3) Usability objective
In a federation scenario, the database system of each data owner is heterogeneous, and

therefore the system shall realize the adaptation and unification of heterogeneous databases. In
addition, a unified SQL query interface and graphical management interface shall be built for
users to facilitate the coordination of multiple parties.

The system is designed to achieve the above objectives, and the specific architecture and
process design are described in Section 2.

2 System Overview
2.1 System architecture

The architecture of the proposed system is shown in Figure 1. The system is divided into
four layers, from the bottom multi-party database to the top, which are the system adaptation,
secure multi-party operator library, query engine, and interactive interface, respectively. At the
bottom, there are the databases of the different data owners in the data federation. In order
to screen the heterogeneity of the databases, we write adaptation modules for different kinds
of databases to complete the system adaptation, which corresponds to the objective design in
Section 1.2. On top of the system adaptation, the secure multi-party operator library and the
query engine are the core modules of the system, which are designed to meet the security and
efficiency objectives in Section 1.2, respectively, and thus the system can support secure and
efficient multi-party data sharing. The graphical interface and the SQL query interface in the
interactive interface are designed to facilitate multi-user coordination, and together with the
system adaptation, they accomplish the usability objective design in Section 1.2. The specific
functions of each layer are as follows.

The bottom layer of the system is designed for each data owner and is comprised of the
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database system of each data owner. Considering the heterogeneity among these database
systems, the proposed system can support multiple database systems.

System adaptation: The proposed system can adapt to various query computations issued
by the upper secure multi-party operator library and to the underlying multi-party heterogeneous
data. The system shall first adapt to database systems. At present, it has been adapted to various
database systems such as MySQL, openGauss, SQL Server, and PostgreSQL. Then, adaptations
shall be made to different data schemas to build a unified user-oriented data view.

equi-join join

Basic
operator

System
adaptation MySQL openGauss SQLServer

Federated aggregation Federated join

Addition Subtraction Multiplication Division Comparision

PostgreSQL

Multi-party
database

Data owner 1 Data owner 2

Proposed system

Data owner 3 Data owner n

Interactive
interface

Federated
query engine

Query
rewriter SUM AVG MIN MAX

SMC operator
library

ODBCJDBCGUI

Query Query results

Figure 1 Architecture of the data federation system based on secure multi-party computation

Secure multi-party operator library: This operator library mainly contains basic op-
erators for multi-party security. Each basic operator is mainly used for simple computations
involving multiple data owners, such as the SUM and the quadrature operators for multi-party
security. During the computation process, each data owner will be called to query the local
database through the adaptation interface. The secure multi-party operator library is the basis
for developing subsequent federated query operations.

Query engine: This query engine takes over the queries obtained from the upper-layer
interactive interface and then parses and rewrites them into the corresponding federated query
operations. There are essentially two types of federated aggregations and federated joins involved
in multi-party federated computations. The federated aggregation operation supports SUM,
AVG, and MIN/MAX on the basis of the lower layer, and the federated joins support both
equi-join and θ-join.

Interactive interface: This interface provides users with a graphical interface to improve
the usability of the system. It receives queries from users through the interface and passes them
to the lower-layer query engine. The system supports the use of SQL query statements by users.

As previously mentioned, the secure multi-party operator library and the query engine are
the core components of the system, and their implementation is described in Sections 3 and 4,
respectively.

2.2 System workflow
The workflow of the proposed system is shown in Figure 2. Users first enter an SQL

query according to the unified view provided by the system. The central server of the system
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receives the query, parses it into a syntax tree, and performs predicate push-down optimization
on the SQL query to be closer to the data source under the filtering condition. Then, for query
operations that involve the joint participation of multiple data owners, the query is rewritten
as a multi-party security-oriented federated query operation method. The server then sends
the execution plan of the rewritten federated query operation to each data owner, and the data
owner executes the rewriting process in two parts: firstly, it executes the query operation on the
local database and obtains the corresponding query results; secondly, it uses basic operators for
multi-party security to execute the part involving joint computation by multiple parties according
to the protocol. Finally, the federated query results are sent to the server, and the final query
results are obtained and returned to the user with methods such as secret sharing and secure set
merging on the premise of protecting the source of each federated query result.
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Figure 2 System workflow of query processing

3 Secure Multi-party Operator Library
The secure multi-party operator library of this system supports multi-party security-oriented

computations, including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and comparison, and
thus it helps realize a variety of query operations in the system. Each operator ensures data
security with the secure multi-party computation technology based on secret sharing. The
main reason for adopting this technology instead of a garbled circuit is that secret sharing
can better support multiple parties. The existing data federation systems such as SMCQL[5]

and Conclave[6] are based on garbled circuit tool libraries such as ObliVM[3] or Obliv-C[4],
which cannot involve more than three parties to participate in the computation. In contrast,
secure computation protocols based on secret sharing can well support multi-party participation.
Sharemind[8] and MP-SPDZ[9] are the main tool libraries for secret sharing technology. The
former is not open-sourced, which limits its application; interface encapsulation of the latter is
mainly computation-oriented, and its multi-party interaction mode is not compatible with data
federation systems. Therefore, it is necessary to customize the basic computation library based
on secret sharing and multi-party security for the proposed system. In this paper, we introduce
the basic framework of this operator library and the execution process of operators in Sections
3.1 and 3.2, respectively, and elaborate on the example of the SUM operator.
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3.1 Framework of operator library
The system is designed to implement the basic operators on the basis of secret sharing of

the Shamir(t, n) model[10]. This model ensures that when a secret is scattered among n data
owners, at least t data owners need to participate to reconstruct the secret together. On this basis,
the framework of the secure multi-party operator library is divided into three phases: secret
distribution, local computation, and result reconstruction, which are described below.

(1) Secret distribution
In the secret distribution phase, firstly, each data owner is assigned a number (No.); then,

according to the set threshold t, each party generates a polynomial with the highest count term
as the threshold, and the input data of that party is used as the constant term of the polynomial.
Next, the No. of each data owner is brought into the polynomial to calculate its sub-secret that
will be further sent to the data owner of that No.

(2) Local computation
After each data owner received the sub-secret from all other parties, the sub-secret is

calculated according to different basic operators, and the result is the sub-secret of the final
result.

(3) Result reconstruction
Any data owners not less than t send the sub-secrets of the final result obtained in the

previous phase to the central server. Since the final objective result is a constant term of a higher-
order polynomial, and the order of the polynomial increases with the number of participating
data owners, the sub-secret received by the central server is a point on the polynomial. Therefore,
the final result of the basic operator can be reconstructed by the central server with the Lagrange
interpolation method by solving the higher-order polynomial according to the sub-secret.

Among the above three phases, the high expenditure of the result reconstruction phase is the
bottleneck of a secure multi-party operator library as the Lagrange interpolation method used to
solve higher-order polynomials in this phase leads to two problems. Firstly, solving higher-order
polynomials in the result reconstruction phase gives rise to a high computation overhead, while
only simple random number generation and polynomial computation are involved in the secret
distribution and local computation phases; secondly, the common Lagrange interpolation method
produces errors in solving higher-order polynomials, and these errors generally increase with the
order of the polynomials. In view of these two problems, the secure multi-party operator library
is improved by applying a divide and conquer approach to obtain the following computational
framework. For a basic operator with n data owners involved, the n data owners are first divided
into groups, and then the computational results of each group are regarded as the intermediate
results of the basic operator through the above three phases. Next, the intermediate results
of each group are considered as the new intermediate results through the above three phases,
and the process is repeated until the final results of the operator are obtained. This framework
reduces the number of participants in each secure multi-party computation by grouping, thus
reducing the number of polynomials in it, which can significantly decrease the error associated
with the basic operators and improve their operation efficiency.

3.2 Operator execution flow
Given the above secure multi-party operator library framework, the operator library of

this system implements basic operators such as addition, subtraction, multiplication, division,
and comparison. Taking the addition operator as an example, we introduce it as follows:
Algorithm 1 describes the computation process of the addition operator, where lines 1–5 describe
the execution steps of the secret distribution phase, and each party randomly generates a (t−1)-
order polynomial, calculates the sub-secret by substituting the No., and then distributes it;
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lines 6–8 describe the execution steps of the local computation phase, where each party sums
up the sub-secret for the addition operator; line 9 describes the execution steps of the result
reconstruction phase, where the following Eq. (1) is used to calculate the sub-secret for each
party to obtain the final result R by substituting this equation into tRi, respectively.

R =

t∑
i=1

Ri ·
t∏

j=1,j ̸=i

xj

xj − xi
(1)

Algorithm 1. Federated SUM operator
Input: Data d1, d2, · · · , dn with the No. x1, x2, · · · , xn of data owners P1, P2, · · · , Pn, respec-

tively
Threshold value t

Output: The SUM result of the parties, in which R = d1 + d2 + · · ·+ dn
1. for each data owner Pi do
2. Generate a random polynomial fi(x) = di + a1x+ a2x2 + · · ·+ at−1xt−1

3. Compute the sub-secret Si, where
4. Distribute the sub-secret and send Si[j] to Pj

5. end for
6. for each data owner Pi do
7. Ri ←

∑
{Sj [i] | 1 ≤ j ≤ n, j ̸= i}

8. end for
9. Summarize Ri of any t parties, and solve the final results according to Eq. (1)
10. return R

Figure 3 illustrates the operation flow of the addition operator with the participation of
three data owners. The data of each data owner i is di, and the No. is xi. First, each data
owner generates two random numbers ai1 and ai2 and obtains a random polynomial fi. Then,
the Nos. are substituted into fi for computation, and the sub-secret f(xi) is sent to the i-th
party to complete the secret distribution phase. In the local computation phase, each data
owner sums up the obtained sub-secrets, i.e., f1(xi) + f2(xi) + f3(xi), which is equivalent
to constructing a polynomial S with

∑
di as constant term. In the final result reconstruction

phase, the polynomial S is solved with S(x1), S(x2), and S(x3), and the constant term is the
result of the SUM computation after solving the polynomial.

Server generates

Data owner 1 Data owner 2 Data owner 3

Figure 3 Operation flow of SUM operator in secure multi-party operator library

4 Query Engine
4.1 Design principles

Unlike a conventional database system, the query of this system is oriented to the data
federation formed by multiple data owners, and the data security and privacy of each party
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should be protected. Therefore, when a computation involves only the data of the data owner
in the process of query processing, the query can be done directly in plaintext locally without
considering the data privacy of that party. However, when a computation involves all data
owners and requires multi-party interactions, a large number of security operations have to be
performed according to security protocols to protect the data privacy of each party. Therefore,
the efficiency of multi-party interactions is the key to the performance of the query engine in
this system. Hence, the query engine of this system is designed to reduce the overhead of
multi-party interactions and for the three steps of query parsing, query plan generation, and
query plan execution in the query processing flow. The query engine of this system is designed
with the corresponding parsing unit, rewriting unit, and execution unit to complete the above
process. The specific design of the three units is as follows.

4.2 Design of parsing unit
A parsing unit receives the SQL query input from the user through the interface, and the

central server is responsible for its computation. This unit first parses the input SQL query to
produce a query syntax tree. Under the design concept of the query engine, predicates in the
resulting syntax tree are pushed down to reduce the interaction overhead of multiple parties. For
example, the filtering conditions are pushed down so that the filtering conditions can be executed
locally on the plaintext by the data owner as early as possible without considering security issues.
In this way, the amount of data is reduced in subsequent query operations involving multiple
data owners, and the overhead of subsequent multi-party interactions decreases. Figure 4 shows
the flow and effect of the parsing unit with a concrete example: pushing down the operations can
lower the amount of data and computation overhead involved in secure multi-party interactions.

SM
C
 Interaction

SM
C
 Interaction

Parsing Optimization

Figure 4 Workflow of parsing unit in this system

4.3 Design of rewriting unit
A rewriting unit is designed to take over the output of the previous parsing unit and generate

a query execution plan on the basis of the syntax tree. Since the query operation of some nodes
in the syntax tree requires the participation of multiple data owners, the data privacy of all parties
should be considered simultaneously. Therefore, the rewriting unit mainly rewrites the query
operation involving multiple parties into a federated query operation to protect the data privacy
of multiple parties according to the design concept of the query engine, namely, reducing the
interaction overhead of multiple parties. The following example is the classical database join
operation JOIN, which introduces the rewriting unit design.

(1) Federated JOIN query operation
Since the underlying multi-party database storage of the system is transparent to users, users

can initiate a conventional join query operation L.c ⋊⋉condition R.c according to the unified
view provided by the central server. In other words, tuples in the table L and table R are joined
by referring to the data column c that meets the condition. The rewriting unit should be oriented
to the underlying multiple data owners, and the tables L and R considering views of users are
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scattered among multiple parties. Since multiple data owners hold parts of tables L and R,
when the JOIN operation is jointly computed by multiple parties, any two of them are required
to perform the JOIN operation once. Then, all the intermediate results of joins are aggregated to
obtain the final join result. Thus, the global result of the federated query operation is obtained
by aggregating the results of multiple two-party joins. Using one of the two joins as an example,
we present how to rewrite it in a data federation scenario in the next paragraph.

(2) Two-party JOIN query operation
When two data owners make a secure join to protect data privacy, the data ownersP1 andP2

hold a part of the data L1 and R2 in the table L and table R, respectively. If the entire data tables
L1 and R2 are joined directly as input to a secure protocol, it will result in a significant overhead
of interactions between the two parties[5]. Therefore, according to the design concept of the
query engine, this rewriting unit rewrites the JOIN operation flow to reduce the communication
traffic between the two parties considering the high overhead. Firstly, the data column c is
ordered in plaintext on the data owner’s side, and then the value of the i-throw of c in L1 is
compared with the value of the j-th row of c in R2 in a secure way to determine whether the
condition is satisfied. In this way, we can determine whether the tuples in the i-throw and j-th
row of the two data tables need to be joined without revealing the data values to each other. If
the secure comparison result meets the condition, the tuples can be sent to the central server,
and the central server can join the two tuples; if the secure comparison result does not meet the
condition, the two tuples do not need to be joined. We can repeat the above steps to compare
the value of the i-throw of c in L1 with the other rows of c in R2 until all the values of c in L1

are compared with those of R2.
The above process is designed to reduce the interaction overhead between two parties,

and thus only one data column of the data table is involved in the computation of the secure
comparison protocol between two data owners. The system is based on the idea of transferability
to further reduce the interaction overhead of the joins between two parties. Since the data columns
of the JOIN operation are ordered locally by the two parties, the value of the i-throw of the data
column c in the data table L1 can be located by a binary search without traversing all values
of the data column c in the data table R2. The binary search lessens the number of secure
comparisons that need to be made between the two joins, thus reducing the interaction overhead.

(3) Global JOIN query operation
The above rewriting process can safely complete the JOIN operation between two data

owners; however, in a federated join query, every data owner Pi holds data tables Li and Ri,
and hence there is still a need to design how to obtain the global join operation result from the
aggregation of multiple two-party joins. This unit is also based on the idea of transferability to
reduce the communication traffic among multiple parties in the aggregation process. In the case
of equi-joins, when the data owner P1 makes a secure join with both the data owner P2 and the
data owner P3, the data owner P1 can infer that both P2 and P3 have the intersection part from
the intersection of the two joins. Then, the secure join operation between P2 and P3 does not
need to repeat the secure comparison of this part. By organizing the JOIN operations among
multiple parties in this way, the amount of computation involved in the secure join between the
two parties is reduced and the interaction overhead is cut down.

4.4 Design of execution unit
An execution unit takes over the federated query plan developed in the previous unit and

schedules each data owner to execute the plan. Each federated query operation in the plan
is rewritten in the previous rewriting unit, and these federated query operations are executed
by calling the corresponding secure multi-party basic operators in the operator library. For
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example, for a federated JOIN query operation, a comparison operator is called to determine
whether the join constraints are met; for a federated SUM query operation, after each data owner
locally executes the SUM operation, a secure SUM operator is called on the resulting value to
generate the result of the federated SUM query operation.

The flow of basic operators and query operations designed by the above unit has good
parallelizability. In this execution unit, each data owner is scheduled to parallelize some of
the computation operations in the corresponding process to improve the operational efficiency
of the system. For the execution of basic operators, since operators in a multi-party security
operator library are designed in view of a secret sharing framework, they are computed in groups
according to the idea of divide and conquer. Therefore, the computation of operators can be
executed in parallel in groups. For the federated aggregation query operation, each data owner
first performs the corresponding database query operation locally, thus this local computation
can be executed in parallel by all parties, and then each party calls the operator from the library
to aggregate the intermediate results from multiple parties, which can be parallelized with the
aforementioned basic operator. For the federated join query operation, since the global join result
consists of multiple two-party join results, each two-party execution of the JOIN operation can
be parallelized on a two-party basis.

4.5 Security analysis on query operations
This secure multi-party data federation system is developed for data federation; the original

data of each data owner must be protected locally, namely that each party can know the result after
executing the query operation process but cannot know the original data of other parties. The
security analysis on basic operators, aggregation operations, and join operations is as follows.

Security analysis on basic operators: The secure multi-party operator library of this
system is based on the secure multi-party computation technology of secret sharing. According
to the definition of secure multi-party computation, such operators are employed to ensure that
each party does not obtain the result of the function f(x1, x2, · · · , xn)without the collaboration
of other parties xi

[11]. Therefore, operations in the secure multi-party operator library of this
system can ensure that the data of each data owner is not revealed to other parties, and meanwhile,
the computational results are obtained by completing the computation requirements. In this way,
the security requirements of the data federation scenario are fulfilled.

Security analysis on federated aggregation query operations: This system supports
aggregation operations, and the computation process of such operations is comprised of local
computations and multi-party interactions. The former is realized by each data owner on their
own data, involving no security issues of data privacy leakage. The latter directly calls a basic
operator to perform an aggregation calculation for the final aggregation result, and thus its
security is guaranteed by the basic operator, which has been analyzed in the previous paragraph.

Security analysis on federated join query operations: This system supports join
operations. The computation process is mainly divided into two-party joins of all parties,
which are then aggregated to obtain global join results. When two parties are joined, a secure
comparison operator is first called on the data columns based on the join to determine whether
the join conditions are met, and in this determination process, the secure comparison operator
ensures that both parties are informed of the result without knowing each other’s data. Then,
both parties send the eligible tuples to the central server for the join in light of the determination
result, and these tuples are not protected as join results, which complies with the system security
requirements. When aggregating the global join results, the aggregation process does not need
to be protected because the computation calls only the join results obtained by each party, and
those join results are included in the final global join results. When the federated join operation
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is followed by the aggregation operation, instead of sending tuples to the central server for the
join, each party will perform the federated aggregation operation directly on the tuple that is
determined to be eligible for the join to avoid join result leakage. In summary, the federated join
query operation meets the system security requirements.

5 System Adaptation and Interactive Interface
5.1 System adaptation

The proposed system provides interfaces for different database systems and different data
table schemas to address the problem of data heterogeneity among multiple data owners. For
different database systems of the underlying data owners, this system has been adapted to the
operation interface of various database systems such as MySQL, openGauss, SQL Server, and
PostgreSQL. For various data table schemas of the underlying data owners, this system provides
the upload interface of a data table schema for each data owner in the view building step, and
each party transmits the data schema shared by the data federation to the central server through
the interface. The central server builds a unified data view for users according to the data
schema of each party and constructs a mapping relationship between the unified view and the
data schema of each party to shield the users from the underlying data heterogeneity.

5.2 Interactive interface
The proposed system provides a user-friendly graphical interface. The interface has two

main functions: one is to show a unified data view of the data federation to users for queries based
on this data view, and the other is to provide users with query operation functions. This system
supports SQL statement queries, and thus users can enter SQL queries in the corresponding
operation box to make a joint query of multiple data (Figure 5).

Figure 5 Interactive interface of proposed system

6 System Performance Verification
6.1 Experimental setup
6.1.1 Experimental environment

This experiment requires a federation scenario, where multiple machines simulate the
participation of multiple data owners. Each machine is equipped with one CPU (model: Intel®
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Xeon® Platinum 8269CY CPU T 3.10 GHz) and 32 GB of memory, and the operating system is
Ubuntu 18.04.5 LTS (Bionic Beaver). Specifically, one machine was chosen to run the central
server process, and each of the other machines ran a data ownership process and built its database
for each data owner. During the execution of the query operation, the processes collaborated with
each other to complete the computation. Since different data participants are located on different
machines, the data of each party is physically decentralized for storage. Unlike the simulation
of a federation scenario on a single machine by means of virtual machines, the decentralized
storage of data makes it easier to verify that “no data leaves the original data owner” and the
experimental setup is more realistic.

6.1.2 Test data

The test dataset chosen for the experiment is TPC Benchmark™H (TPC-H)[12]. This dataset
consists of data tables containing information on various products. We chose 1 GB of data to
construct the database of each data owner. The TPC-H dataset is widely used in the database
system performance test and analysis[13], and its experimental results are useful for reference.

6.1.3 Evaluation index

The execution time of the query statements was used as the quantitative evaluation index of
the system operation efficiency in the experiment.

6.1.4 Comparison system

The two most representative data federation systems that support multi-party security, i.e.,
SMCQL[5] and Conclave[6], were selected for this experiment. In addition, the secure multi-party
computation tool library, MP-SPDZ[9], was adopted as the comparison system to further verify
the efficiency and scalability of the proposed system.

6.2 System performance comparison
Firstly, we analyzed the performance difference between the proposed system and the repre-

sentative secure multi-party data federation systems SMCQL and Conclave. Specifically, single
query operations and compound query statements were compared to examine the application
performance of the system comprehensively.

6.2.1 Performance comparison of single query operation system

The maximum number of data owners supported by SMCQL and Conclave systems is two
and three, respectively, and with appropriate modifications, SMCQL can support single query
operations on up to three data owners. Therefore, a performance comparison for the single query
operations on SUM, AVG, MIN/MAX, equi-join, and θ-join is shown in Figure 6 in the case of
three participants, where the left table size for the JOIN operation is 200,000 rows. The table
size refers to the sum of the table sizes of all data owners involved in the JOIN operation.

The experimental comparison results show that the time consumed for the JOIN operation
increases significantly with the increase in the size of the running data, while the time consumed
for SUM, AVG, and MIN/MAX operations increases slightly. However, our implemented system
can always maintain optimal performance. The time overhead is only 0.3% and 29.7% of that
of SMCQL and Conclave, respectively.

6.2.2 System performance comparison of compound query statements

A compound query statement is a combination of single query operations. Due to the
complexity and implementation issues of the SMCQL system, it is not easy to directly modify
it to support multi-party scenarios with more than three data owners[13]. Therefore, this section
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focuses on the comparison of the proposed system with Conclave. The compound query state-
ments based on the TPC-H dataset are shown in Table 1 below, and the execution performance
comparison between the two systems is shown in Figure 7.
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Figure 6 Comparison of single query operations amongproposed system, SMCQL, and Conclave

Table 1 SQLquery based on TPC-H dataset
SELECT SUM(L_extended price) / 7.0 asavg_yearly
FROM Lineitem, Part

WHERE P_partkey = L_partkey
and P_brand = ‘Brand#55’
and P_container = ‘MED DRUM’;
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The experimental results show that the efficiency of the proposed system is significantly
better than that of Conclave, with an efficiency advantage of up to 3.75 times.

In summary, the proposed system achieves the best performance among data federation
systems that can support multi-party security. Furthermore, another advantage of this system is
that it can support data query operations with more than three parties, which will be verified in
the following experiments.
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Figure 7 Comparison of compound statement query between our proposed system and MP-SPDZ (left
table size is 200,000 rows)

6.3 Multi-party performance analysis
Both SMCQL and Conclave systems can no longer be used when there are more than three

data owners. For this reason, the secure multi-party computation tool library MP-SPDZ was
adopted[9]. As a comparison system, MP-SPDZ can achieve secure algebraic operations that
support multiple parties and can be used as a comparison object for the basic operators of the
proposed system. The performance of query operations of the proposed system in the multi-
party case was further verified experimentally. The SUM and AVG operations are the simple
superposition of basic operators, and thus we focus on the performance of equi-join and θ-join
operations.

6.3.1 Multi-party performance analysis on JOIN operations

This section verifies experimentally the performance of the system’s join operations in
multi-party scenarios. The variation of time overhead for equi-join and θ-join operations of the
proposed system with the increasing number of data owners is shown in Figure 8.

It can be seen that the proposed system remains relatively fast with a different number
of data owners and can effectively protect data security with little difference in computational
overhead from the direct plaintext.

6.3.2 Multi-party performance analysis on basic operators

The performance comparison of basic operators of the proposed system for addition, mul-
tiplication, and comparison operations with MP-SPDZ and plaintext computation is shown in
Figure 9. It is easy to convert between subtraction and addition and between division and
multiplication, and thus the relevant comparison is omitted.

It can be seen that the time overhead increases as the number of data participants grows in
the performance comparison of the three basic operators. For multiplication and comparison
operators, the execution efficiency of the proposed system is always faster than that of MP-SPDZ
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Figure 8 Comparison of two join query modes among proposed system, MP-SPDZ, and plaintext com-
putation
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Figure 9 Comparison of operator efficiency among MP-SPDZ, plaintext, and proposed secure multi-party
operator library

and is closer to that of plaintext computation. For the addition operator, the efficiency of the
proposed system is slightly slower than MP-SPDZ, but the difference is small. Therefore, this
system can fulfill the data security protection requirement with less time overhead.

In summary, the proposed system maintains better performance even when the number of
data owners rises. This indicates that the system can not only outperform the existing SMCQL
and Conclave systems in terms of execution efficiency but also significantly outstrip the existing
systems in terms of scalability.
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7 Related Work
The system implemented in this paper is a secure multi-party data federation system in

a federation scenario. Unlike the federated database concept that emerged in the 1980s, such
systems center on database heterogeneity and aim to achieve collaboration among heterogeneous
database systems. In recent years, the concept of a secure multi-party database system in a
federation scenario has emerged with the enhancement of user data security protection, which
is also called a data federation system. Such systems not only support the collaboration of
heterogeneous databases but also emphasize data security protection in multi-party collaboration,
and they rely on secure multi-party computation technology to achieve data security protection.
The federated database technology, secure multi-party data federation technology, and secure
multi-party computation technology are described in this section.

7.1 Federated database technology
The concept of a federated database system[14] was introduced in the 1980s, which is not a

physical database but a middleware between underlying multiple databases and upper users. As a
virtual database running upon each database, it can screen the heterogeneity between underlying
multiple databases and behave as a unified database for users.

Multiple heterogeneous databases at the bottom of the federation database system are
independent of each other, but they also collaborate. Unlike traditional distributed databases,
federated databases need to work together to store, query, and modify data. The underlying
databases of the federation database system are autonomous to some extent, as they operate
locally and independently. The application background of a federated database system is derived
from the data management upon the acquisition of a company. For example, when Company
A acquires Company B, the data of Company B needs to be managed by Company A, but this
process may be hampered by the incompatibility of the two companies’ databases. Federated
database technology can solve this problem. By building a federated database management
system and connecting Company B’s database system to it, Company A only needs to process
the data jointly with Company B through the federated database system rather than migrate all of
Company B’s data to its own database system. The DB2 data management system[15] introduced
by IBM supports this federated database.

The concept of federation in such federated database technology implies the characteristics
of multi-party collaboration and heterogeneous autonomy of all parties; however, it does not
involve the data privacy and security issues in multi-party data, and thus it is considerably
different from the federated scenarios and secure multi-party database concept discussed in this
paper. The federation scenario and its related research are described in Section 7.2.

7.2 Secure multi-party data federation technology
With the increasing requirements for user data privacy protection worldwide, the traditional

approach of sharing data directly without considering data security in a federation database is
no longer applicable. Under this scenario, secure multi-party data federation technologies have
emerged to meet the challenge of data security. Such systems enable multiple data owners to
cooperate in query operations while ensuring that sensitive data involved in the computation are
not leaked, thus protecting data security.

In 2017, Bater et al. proposed the SMCQL data federation system[5] that can support
secure querying on two data owners’ databases. The SMCQL system divides the access rights
of each column of a data table into public and private ones. Different access rights correspond
to different shared security requirements. For example, the values of public columns can be
shared by default, and hence if the operation in the query only involves public column data, it
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can be calculated directly in plaintext, the same way as the traditional database calculation. If
the query involves private columns, it is necessary to ensure that the original private data does
not leave the original data owner during the query operation. Thus, the security requirement of
no data leakage is achieved. Although this system can guarantee the security of private data, it
has a huge runtime overhead due to security protection and can only support two data owners.
Its efficiency and scalability of the participant size limit the application of this system.

In 2019, Volgushev et al. developed the Conclave data federation system[6], which proposes
query optimizations such as the push up, push down, and hybrid protocol to control the time
overhead caused by the security protection. The core idea of the optimization is to complete
the computation of query operations within the database of the owner as much as possible, so
as to reduce data interactions between data owners and further reduce the time overhead caused
by security protection. This system is more efficient than SMCQL, but it supports at most three
data owners and has limited application scenarios.

At present, the idea of implementing secure operations in the data federation system is
basically the same, i.e., converting SQL statements into security operation primitives and then
executing them. Such security operation primitives are based on secure multi-party computation
technology that can realize the joint computation of multiple parties without leaking sensitive
data to each other, which complies with the security requirements of data federation. The related
work on secure multi-party computation technology is described below.

7.3 Secure multi-party computation technology
Secure multi-party computation is a collection of cryptographic protocols proposed to

solve the problem of secure computation in the development of modern cryptography. It
solves the problem of joint computation of a function among a number of parties with mutual
distrust, which was first introduced by the millionaire problem proposed by Andrew Chi-Chih
Yao in 1982[11]. The focus in secure multi-party computation can be formalized as follows: n

computation participants hold data x1, x2, · · · , xn, respectively, and the purpose of the protocol
is to compute a pre-agreed function y1, y2, . . . , yn = f(x1, x2, · · · , xn) with the secret data of
each party, where any party can obtain the corresponding result yi but cannot obtain any other
information. Two common technologies, namely Garbled Circuit (GC)[16] and secret sharing[17]

can solve this problem. The details of the two technologies are described as follows.

7.3.1 Garbled circuit

The GC technology can convert a computational function into a Boolean circuit and cryp-
tographically garbles the truth table for computation, which is a general framework for solving
secure computation problems between two parties. This technology can be applied to verifiable
computation[18], Key-Dependent Message (KDM) security[19], etc. It can also be widely used
in real life for medical diagnosis[20], auction mechanism[21], information retrieval[22], etc. to
protect privacy. This model was first proposed by Turing Award winner Andrew Chi-Chih Yao
in 1986 under the semi-honest model of Yao’s circuit[23], which was used to solve the millionaire
problem. The main work of Yao’s circuit is to transform an arbitrary function into a Boolean
circuit with two participants, namely Alice and Bob. Alice generates the truth table according
to the logic circuit and then performs two-fold symmetric encryption and decryption operations
for each circuit gate with the string corresponding to the cable as the key, and thus the garble
decipher text table is generated; Bob calls the Oblivious Transfer (OT) protocol[24] to obtain the
string form of the input and attempts to decrypt the garbled cipher text table line by line with
this string and the string sent by Alice as the key. Recently, GC-based tool libraries ObliVM[3]

and Obliv-C[4] were proposed by Chang Liu and Samee Zahur, respectively. Those tool libraries
build a developer-oriented high-level programming language that compiles the template code
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written by the developer directly into a GC, thus greatly reducing the development efforts. In
fact, the aforementioned SMCQL system uses ObliVM to build GCs for secure computation,
while Conclave partially uses Obliv-C. However, those two tool libraries with GCs as secure
back ends perform slightly poorly in terms of computational efficiency; for example, the ObliVM
tool library can only load less than 100 Kb of data input[13].

7.3.2 Secret sharing

Secret sharing is another important approach in secure multi-party computation, which is
based on the idea of splitting a secret into multiple parts (sub-secrets) and then sending each
part to the corresponding participant. In this way, only a subset of the authorized participant
set can collaboratively reconstruct the original secret, while other arbitrary subsets of non-
authorized participants cannot reconstruct the original secret. In addition to secure multi-
party computation, secret sharing was originally used for secure information storage[25], key
distribution[26], access control[27], and other applications in real life, such as electronic voting[28],
copyright enforcement[29], and machine learning privacy protection[30]. Secret sharing was first
introduced by Shamir[10] and Blakley[31], who proposed the threshold secret sharing, namely
that any subset of the participant set with a size larger than a threshold can construct the original
secret. The secret sharing computation process of the Shamir model mainly uses the Lagrange
interpolation principle: firstly, a polynomial is randomly selected, and the input of the distributor
is used as the constant term of the polynomial. Then, this polynomial is used to calculate the
sub-secret distributed to each participant, and the original polynomial can be reconstructed when
the size of the participant set is larger than a specified threshold by Lagrange interpolation. In
this way, the original secret is obtained. There are also secure multi-party computation tool
libraries based on secret sharing, such as Sharemind[8] and MP-SPDZ[9]. The data federation
system Conclave uses Sharemind, but this tool library supports up to three computational parties
and is not open-sourced, which restrains its use.

8 Summary and Outlook
In this paper, we designed and implemented a federated data federation system for multi-

party security under the premise of increasingly strict data privacy protection and data sharing
requirements. The system achieves the system adaptation, secure multi-party operator library,
query engine, and interactive interface from the bottom up, which can screen underlying database
heterogeneity, provide users with a unified and friendly operation interface, and realize data
sharing under the premise of data privacy and security protection. Specifically, the work in this
paper is summarized as follows.

• We implemented the secure multi-party operator library and query engine of this system.
On the basis of the secret sharing framework, we achieved efficient and secure basic
operators including addition, subtraction, multiplication, division, and comparison. On
this basis, the query engine was built to support basic database query operations includ-
ing SUM, AVG, MIN/MAX, equi-join, and θ-join, with full consideration of multi-party
collaboration characteristics. The query engine implemented the idea of giving priority
to local operations and reducing transmission redundancy in the whole process of query
statement parsing, query plan generation, and query operation execution. This mini-
mizes data interactions between data owners, thus greatly reducing security overhead and
improving system performance.

• We implemented the system adaptation and the interactive interface. The system adapta-
tion interface is designed to screen the database heterogeneity due to multiple data owners,
while the interactive interface provides a unified SQL query interface and a graphical
interactive interface for users to facilitate the unified coordination and management of
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the data sharing process and improve usability.
• We verified the system performance experimentally. The experimental results on the

benchmark dataset TPC-H show that, compared with the current data federation systems
SMCQL and Conclave, the proposed system can support data federation scenarios with
more than three data owners, and it shows higher efficiency in various basic query
operations and compound queries. The efficiency and scalability of this system show that
it has higher practicality than the current mainstream data federation systems.

The future work of this system is as follows.
• We will extend the scope of the system to support further query operations. The system

is based on the idea of the basic secure multi-party computation of secret sharing, and
it implements operators such as aggregation and join, but the functions supported by the
system are limited compared with those of mature database systems. The system can be
further expanded on the basis of the existing system on views and other operations.

• We will achieve more complex data mining analysis algorithms in view of existing basic
operators. This system already supports simple query operations, but it can develop more
complex data mining algorithms such as clustering and regression algorithms in light of
existing SUM and product algorithms to further explore the value contained in multiple
data while protecting privacy.
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